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English, along with a few other languages (e.g., Ger-
man, French, Russian, Japanese, and Chinese), is the
primary vehicle for transmitting chemical knowledge
and discoveries today. Yet languages are not neutral car-
riers of information; the very act of choosing a language
for instruction implies an educational, ethnic, and per-
haps even a social class among the users. Given the im-
petus and the means, any language is capable of explain-
ing complex scientific phenomena. This article aims to
provide a modest history of the chemical literature, con-
fined to the 20th century, written in a lesser-known lan-
guage, Yiddish, now considered endangered.

Yiddish’s origins, dating back about a millennium,
are unclear. Linguists are still arguing over the details
of where and how it started, but most would agree that
medieval southern and west-central Germany are likely
candidates. The language of most Central and Eastern
European Jews, it flourished in the 19th and early 20th

centuries, until Nazi massacres, Stalin’s purges, and
immigrant assimilationism markedly reduced the present
number of native speakers. Yiddish is considered a “fu-
sion language,” for it has fused together medieval Ger-
man dialects, some Slavic vocabulary and grammar, a
Hebrew-Aramaic component, and even some words of
Romance origins.

The cultural and social milieu that engendered sci-
entific writing in Yiddish began as the 18th-century
Western-European Enlightenment gradually filtered
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eastward into the Russian Empire during the 19th cen-
tury. At that time, Jews in the Russian Empire were serfs,
peasants, or poorly educated city dwellers. They were,
as a rule, not educated in secular or scientific studies,
nor even in the local official or semi-official languages
of Russian or Polish. Universities held to strict quotas
for the number of Jews allowed entry per year. Those
few Jews who had traveled to Western Europe brought
back with them the wonders of 19th-century natural and
social science and accompanying technology (1).  Si-
multaneously, the terrible anti-Semitism of the Russian
pogroms from 1881–1897, and France’s infamous
Dreyfus affair (1894) increased the nationalistic desires
of many Jews, culminating in Theodore Herzl’s Zionist
Congress in 1897. Emigration to the United States rose
dramatically, intensifying after further Russian pogroms
from 1903–1905. Most immigrants stayed in the largest
American cities, such as New York, Boston, Philadel-
phia, and Baltimore. Their sweatshop working condi-
tions in America and extreme poverty in Russia were
dreadful (2).  Many joined the socialist and communist
movements in order to overthrow the oppressive Rus-
sian Imperial and capitalist social orders (3). To improve
their lot, many Jews set up educational organizations to
instruct their brethren in these new technological won-
ders and to bring them out of their allegedly supersti-
tious, ignorant environment. Thus, interest among the
better-educated Eastern-European Jews developed in so-
cialism, communism, and secular studies—which in-
cluded science in general, and chemistry in particular.
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From this cultural milieu came
Yiddish science books. Though the
Eastern-European Jews fortunate
enough to gain entry to local univer-
sities through the strict quota sys-
tems learned enough Russian,
French, and German to communicate
with their fellow scientists, some
decided to write for laymen ill-
versed in these languages. Many of
the authors listed in this article have
fallen into obscurity, and details
about their lives are unknown. The
first known textbook in Yiddish de-
voted entirely to chemistry was pub-
lished in 1920 by a chemist (and a
member of the American Chemical
Society), philanthropist, and devo-
tee of American history, Sol
Feinstone (1888–1980) (4).  Entitled
Khemye: Tsu Lezen un tsu Lernen
(“Chemistry: To Read and to Learn”)
(5), the goal of the work was “to give
the Yiddish reader a short, popular
treatment on the great chemical science, about which,
until now, so little has been written in Yiddish litera-
ture.” (See Fig. 1.) Basic concepts, from atoms to mol-
ecules, reactions, inorganic and organic chemistry, and
even nomenclature, were covered in the 272 pages con-

tained in Khemye (6).  Figure 2
shows Feinstone’s sketch of the
Hall Process for reducing alumi-
num.  A table of petroleum distil-
lation products appears in Fig. 3.
Discussion of reactions involving
chlorine is shown in Fig. 4.

Khemye was actually a part of
the “Arbeter-Ring Bibliotek”
(Workmen’s Circle Library) series,
published by the Workmen’s
Circle, a secular Jewish labor or-
ganization devoted to helping im-
migrant Jewish laborers fit into
modern American society. Another
of this series was Dr. Abraham
Caspe’s Geologye (“Geology”) (7).
Though not a book about chemis-
try per se, the discussion of min-
erals, interspersed throughout the
geological topics, included their
chemical composition (8).

General encyclopedias and
volumes devoted to self-education in Yiddish also be-
gan to appear, such as the Folks-Universitet (“People’s
University”) series (9).  Major topics—presented as self-
contained chapters—included in the three volumes were
chemistry, physics, biology, anthropology, and history.

There were teacher’s editions about science in Yid-
dish as well. Golomb’s Praktishe Arbet af Natur-Limed

Figure 2.  Schematic of the Hall process in Feinstone’s
Khemye. The caption under the diagram reads, “The

electronic flow goes into the cryolite and molten aluminum
oxide  through the strips , splits the oxide apart and

leaves the box through the wall  and through (—). The
molten aluminum pours out through the opening .”

Figure 3.  Table of distillation products from crude oil in
Feinstone’s Khemye. The right column is “The name of the
product,” and the left column shows “The temperature at

which the product is distilled off (metric system).”

Figure 1.  Title page from Sol
Feinstone’s Khemye.
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(“Practical Work in Natural Studies”) provided a guide
for science teachers for laboratory experiments on the
metric system, melting and boiling points of various
materials, and solutions, as well as a list of necessary
materials for the school laboratory (10).  Fig. 5 shows
Golomb’s examples of a cooling curve for water.
Golomb’s book was a product of the Eastern-European
Jewish secular schools, which were quite active between
the World Wars.

Perhaps the high point in Yiddish chemistry litera-
ture and the most thorough and serious treatment of
chemistry in Yiddish was Shmuel Brokhes’s 305-page
Khemye: Loytn Laboratorishn Metod (“Chemistry: Ac-
cording to the Laboratory Method”), written on a high-
school senior level (Fig. 6) (11).   This textbook was not
one written for nonscientists, nor a translation of text-
books from western Europe, but an original Yiddish
chemistry textbook, published in Belarus, in the former

Soviet Union.  Brokhes explained in the preface to the
teacher that (11):

This book is constructed according to the laboratory
method, and has a technical bent. Everywhere the
material is thoroughly taught, offered from practical
works that the student himself has to do in the school
laboratory.

Brokhes’s treatment of the chemistry itself was very de-
scriptive, practical, and nontheoretical, with several para-
graphs of explanation followed by a laboratory experi-
ment, repeated a number of times per chapter. Chapters
were organized
more-or-less accord-
ing to the important
commercial ele-
ments and com-
pounds (See Table
1).  Fig. 7 is a chart
sketching the impor-
tance of sulfuric acid.
The then new quan-
tum theory was not
even mentioned.  A
small amount of ra-
diochemistry was
discussed in a section
entitled “radioactiv-
ity,” beginning with
Becquerel’s discov-
ery of radioactivity in
1896 and the Curies’
isolation of radium.
Brokhes mentioned

Figure 4.  Reactions with chlorine, from Feinstone’s
Khemye. The heading of this section is “khloroform un

yodoform” (chloroform and iodoform).

Figure 5.  Sixth-year students’ cooling-curves of water from
Praktishe Arbet. The handwritten words on the upper part of

the graphs are vaser (“water”), and at the bottom, ayz
(“ice”).

Figure 6.  Title page from
Brokhes’s Khemye. Interspersed

with the formulae for sulfuric acid,
zinc sulfate, and calcium sulfate is

the word khemye (“chemistry”)
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α, β, and γ-rays, describing α-rays as having the weight
of a He atom, β-rays as similar to cathode rays (without
further explanation), and γ-rays as similar to light.  He
noted that U, Ac, and Th are radioactive, with the final
decay product being Pb, and that their half-lives are in-
sensitive to pressure, heat, and other common energy
sources.   Brokhes discussed isotopes of lead (206Pb and
208Pb) and chlorine (35Cl, 37Cl, and he suggests possibly
39Cl) and their relationship to atomic weight.  No expla-
nation of radioactivity or isotopes based on the then in-
complete knowledge of atomic structure was provided.
Perhaps the subject was too controversial, and he in-
tended the astute reader to draw his own conclusions.

Brokhes’s textbook was a product of the Soviet edu-
cational system, designed to neutralize the peasants’ su-
perstitious interests in religion and to instill a material-
istic sensibility.  Publishing in Yiddish was a logical
choice, for most Jews at the time were still poorly edu-
cated but fluent in this language.  The Jews in early So-
viet society were officially considered one of many
“peoples” comprising the Soviet Union, so Yiddish be-
came a government accepted medium of secular instruc-
tion for Jews for a while.  Numerous technical dictio-
naries and textbooks in Yiddish were published in the
1930s.

The worries of World War I weighed heavily on
the Soviet people, for Brokhes also explains that (11):

[B]ecause of the great significance of chemical war-
fare methods in a wartime, it is necessary to give the
students an idea of the most important explosives and
poison gases. In this book a separate chapter (XVIII)
is given about them.

Indeed, an entire propagandistic chapter devoted to
chemical warfare is provided, with the following intro-
duction (11):

What does each citizen of the Soviet Union have to
remember? For our entire existence, the capitalists
have not stopped preparing for war against us. Many
facts reveal that during recent times, in concert with
our victories on the socialist front from one side and
with the economic crisis in the bourgeois countries
from the other side, the relation of the capitalist world
to us gets ever more aggravated, therefore the revo-
lutionary ascent of the proletariat and colonial peoples
of the world has to take care. It is enough to remind
one of the wild hate that is driven against us by the
spiritual people of all beliefs under the leadership of
the Roman Pope; among them the rabbis are counted
separately.

Once Brokhes got past this obligatory socialist drivel,
he plowed into the chemistry of explosives. Fig. 8 is a
table of various explosive compounds in Yiddish.

Chemical propaganda was by no means an isolated
incident to Brokhes’s textbook.  A contemporaneous
book, Khemisher Kamf (“Chemical Struggle”) (12), gave
detailed explanations for nonscientists of how to pre-
pare for the predicted chemical war against socialist
peoples. From this book, an illustration of how soldiers
suited up for gas attacks would appear is shown in Fig.
9.

Since World War II, unfortunately, interest in Yid-
dish as a medium for education has severely declined,
because most native speakers were killed or have died

Figure 7.  Chart depicting the importance of sulfuric acid,
from Brokhes’s Khemye. Arrows leaving SO

2
 point to

paper fabrication, dyes, and disinfectants. Arrows entering
SO

2
 are labeled sulfur, oxygen, iron pyrite, and zincblende.
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without passing on the language to their children.  Lit-
erature, including scientific works, continues to appear
occasionally, however. The 1960s saw Sol Podolefsky’s
book Di Velt fun Visnshaft, un Visnshaftlekhe Teoryes
(“The World of Science, and Scientific Theories”) (13)
appear, with numerous short essays on various scien-

tific topics for the layman.  Most of these dealt with
astronomy, biology, geology, archeology, and cos-
mogony; but several touched on chemistry, including a
not-so-accurate discussion on the structure of the atom
(Fig. 10). Other essays explained about fire, hardness
of water, diamonds, the discovery of phosphorus, and

properties of oxygen and copper.

Recent examples of Yiddish works on
chemical subjects are primarily news items.
The weekly Yiddish newspaper, Forverts
(“Forward”) publishes general news on vari-
ous world-wide topics, including scientific dis-
coveries, especially when there are political
implications (e.g., the energy crisis, green-
house effect, genetic engineering,). Examples
of recent chemistry-related headlines appear-
ing in the Forverts are shown in Fig. 11.

Last sources for Yiddish chemical termi-
nology are, of course, various reference books.
Uriel Weinreich’s Modern English-Yiddish Yid-
dish-English Dictionary (14), considered the
modern standard, includes a small number of
relatively common terms, useful in general
conversation, such as brom (“bromine”) and
molekul (“molecule”).  Mordkhe Schaechter’s
recent dictionary Trogn, Hobn un Friike

Figure 8.  Table of explosives, from Brokhes’s Khemye. Column headings from right to left: “Name;”
“Chemical composition;” “Discovery;” “From which materials is it prepared;” “Temperature upon explosion;”

“Pressure of the gases upon burning 1 kilo.”

Figure 9.  “A flamethrower in position,” from Khemisher Kamf.
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Kinder-Yorn (“Preg-
nancy, Childbirth and
Early Childhood”)
(15) includes a few
chemically related
terms such as de-en-a
(“DNA”), haytl
(“membrane”), and
tsinkzayers (“zinc ox-
ide”).  Within the
League for Yiddish’s
quarterly journal Afn
Shvel (“On the
Threshold”) is
Schaechter ’s lan-
guage column,
“Laytish Mame-
Loshn” (“Proper
Mother-Tongue”), in
which he explains
correct Yiddish grammar and vocabulary.  Occasionally
he includes chemistry terminology (16), such as zayers
(acid), zayersdikayt (acidity), and zayers-regn (acid rain).
On the other hand, Nahum Stutchkoff’s massive Der
Oytser fun der Yidisher Shprakh (“The Thesaurus of the
Yiddish Language”) (17), arranged very much like an
English Roget’s Thesaurus, includes literally hundreds
of terms related to chemistry, ranging from the obsolete
doberiners triadn (“Dobereiner’s Triads”) to daltons
gezets vegn teylvayzn
druk (“Dalton’s Law
of Partial Pres-
sures”), as well as
verbs like filtrirn  (“to
filter”), or sublimirn
(“to sublimate”), and
elemental names
such as silitsyum
(“silicon”) and bor
(“boron”). (See Fig.
12.)

With the help of several scientifically oriented na-
tive Yiddish speakers, I have created a modern chemis-
try dictionary with about 3,000 words and phrases from
absoluter alkohol (“absolute alcohol”) to tishboyres
(“fractional number”) (18).  In addition, to promote the
use of chemistry-related terms in the home with chil-
dren, I co-authored a web-based article in the internet
magazine Der Bavebter Yid (“The Interconnected Jew”)
in Yiddish on generating electricity with two dissimilar
metal strips inserted into a lemon (19).

For a language that
has been sequestered
most of its existence in
the Eastern European ar-
eas where Jews were
forced to live, a legiti-
mate question is whence
did Yiddish’s chemical
vocabulary arise?  No
definitive study has
been done on the ety-
mology of scientific ter-
minology—let alone
general word origins—
in Yiddish, so some
speculation is offered
herein.  Besides coin-
ages native to Yiddish,
probably the primary
source is German, for

several reasons.  Modern Hochdeutsch is quite similar
to Yiddish, and it was in widespread use in the 19th cen-
tury as the medium of chemical research and instruc-
tion.  Furthermore, in the late 19th through early 20th

centuries, a style of Yiddish usage (daytshmerish) sug-
gesting higher education and social status incorporat-
ing much German general vocabulary was in vogue (20).
Feinstone’s Khemye made extensive use of such
“daytshmerisms” (“Germanicisms”), to the point of be-

ing stilted for
today’s Yiddish
speakers.  Ex-
amples of words
from German are
names of certain
elements, such as
v a s e r s h t o f
(Wasserstoff, hy-
d r o g e n ) ,
z o y e r s h t o f
(Sauerstoff, oxy-

gen), and shtikshtof (Stickstoff, nitrogen). The common
name of carbon dioxide in Yiddish is koyln-zayers (cf.
German Kohlensäure, carbonic acid).

A second source of vocabulary is from Slavic lan-
guages (Russian, Polish, Serbian, Czech, etc.), because
of the geographic proximity.  For “rust”, Yiddish uses
zhaver (cf. Russian rzhavchina).  For “slaked lime,” the
Yiddish term is vapne (Polish wapno).  “Neutral” is
neytral in Yiddish (Russian neytral’niy), and “flask” is
kolbe (Polish and Russian kolba).

Figure 11.  Recent chemistry-related headlines from the Forverts newspaper:
(top) “The Nobel Prizes for science in the year 2000,” Oct. 13, 2000; (middle)

“Fuels for the 21st century,” July 7, 2000; (bottom) “New solar cell can
become the most important energy source,” Sept. 20, 1996.

Figure 10.  The beginning of an essay on “the structure of the
atom” from Di Velt fun Visnshaft: “The head of a pin, which

weighs an eight-thousandth of an ounce and a thousandth of a
cubic inch in size, consists of an amount of 10 to the 20 zeroes

atoms. This is such a huge amount that we don’t yet have a name
for it. Each atom has a central nucleus, or neutron and a proton
[sic] around which revolve electrons in different orbits. The size

of a neutron is much smaller than the atom itself. But the orbits of
the electrons are big according to the size of the atom.”
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The Hebrew-Aramaic component of scientific Yid-
dish is found in mashmoesdikeyt (probability [as in sta-
tistics]), umseyder (disorder, a combination of Germanic
um-, “dis-,” and seyder, “order”), and makhshir (instru-
ment, tool, apparatus).  The influence of French, the lan-
guage of culture that the Russian nobility admired, ap-
pears occasionally in Yiddish.  Two examples are the

second name of nitrogen, azot (Russian azot, probably
from French azote), and nivo (“level” [height, e.g., of a
liquid in a container or energy of electrons], from French
niveau).

Finally, internationalisms, generally from Latin or
Greek, common to many languages beginning with the
Renaissance and accelerating during the Industrial Revo-

Figure 12.  Yiddish thesaurus with topic 218, “Chemistry,” starting on the lower right, with entries “chemistry;
general, analytical, theoretical, physical,” continuing on the left column “practical, organic, inorganic, etc. chemistry;

biological chemistry, biochemistry; microchemistry, thermochemistry, geochemistry, pharmacochemistry,
electrochemistry, photochemistry, etc.; agricultural chemistry, zoochemistry, alchemy…”
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lution, are found throughout Yiddish, including most el-
ement names, organic and inorganic naming conventions,
mathematical terms, units for the metric system, sub-
atomic particles, and so forth.

As we have seen, Yiddish has nearly all types of
chemical literature: textbooks for the serious student and
layman, teacher’s guides, newsworthy articles, and ref-
erence sources of terminology (21).  One important and
notable absence is journals in which to report original
chemical research.

Considering the general utility of chemical litera-
ture in Yiddish, one might examine the population of the
present speakers and readers of the language.  Estimates
of the number of Yiddish speakers in the 1930s ranged
from 10.7–11.9 million.  By contrast, Birnbaum esti-
mated the number of Yiddish speakers had dropped to
5–6 million by the late 1970s (22).  It would not be un-
reasonable, therefore, to guess, solely on the basis of
natural attrition and general lack of transmission of the
language to the youth, that the number of Yiddish speak-
ers has been cut in half yet again.  According to the 1990
United States Census, Yiddish was the 16th largest lan-
guage spoken in the USA, with 213,000 speakers over
age 5 (23).  Though full statistical data have not been
released yet, the 2000 United States Census counted
nearly 179,000 people over the age of five who spoke
Yiddish (24), out of estimates ranging from 5.2–6.1 mil-
lion Jews in the USA (25, 26), or only about 3 % of the
Jewish population.  At present, most Jews of Eastern-
European descent communicate among themselves in the
language where they live (e.g., English, Hebrew, Rus-
sian, French,), rather than Yiddish; therefore the need
for discussion of matters concerning chemistry is per-
ceived as correspondingly low.  Offsetting slightly the
general decline in the use of Yiddish, the religiously strict
and often isolated Hasidim still use Yiddish as their ev-
eryday means of communication; they tend to have larger
families. The Census showed that 36,000 children ages
5–17 used Yiddish in the State of New York alone in
2000 (27).

Today, in the European Community, the Yiddish
language is under the jurisdiction of the “European Bu-
reau of Lesser Used Languages” (28) and has gained
official status as a recognized Jewish language (along
with Ladino) in Israel.  The Jewish Autonomous Region
of Birobidzhan, established in 1934, in remote far east-
ern Russia near Manchuria, has used Yiddish as an offi-
cial language since 1935, though no more than roughly
5,000 Jews remain there out of over 200,000 inhabit-
ants.  For the past several decades, a growing number of

colleges and universities around the world have offered
classes in Yiddish, catering to the small but increasing
interest by the young for this thousand-year-old language
with much to offer, even in science.  Perhaps we will
see an increase in the use of Yiddish, as well as with
other minority languages, to transmit the excitement of
chemistry, a universal topic, in the future.  Table 2 gives
the first 18 elements from the Periodic Table in Yiddish.
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